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"If you didn't have to go to work everyday and
could afford to travel anywhere in the world to discover

gold, ancient treasure or a lost city, where would you
want to go and what would you hunt for?"

Would you like to travel to exotic and remote locations
while earning a fortune and having the time of your life?

Would you like to learn all the unique, proven methods
of a professional treasure hunter, prospector and

explorer that are responsible for his greatest
discoveries?

You can leave the rat race behind, live a life of adventure
and freedom plus earn a great living at the same time – I
did and I will show you how to do it step by step!
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Would you love to live the life of Dirk Pitt? Aren’t you tired of watching
Indiana Jones reruns, wishing that could be you in the adventure
instead of Harrison Ford? Do you long to search for and find treasure,
lost cities or fabulously rich gold deposits? Do you dream of finding
Yamashita’s Treasure in the Philippines, or The Treasure of Cocos
Island near Panama? How about discovering The Lost Padre Mine in
New Mexico or La Caverna del Oro in Colorado? Sounds awesome
you think, but your reality is you are stuck wasting your life going to a
job everyday that bores you to tears or perhaps even hate.

Welcome to the club! You aren’t alone. There are thousands of
frustrated adventurers in the world, dreaming of escaping the Rat
Race to live their dreams of exotic locations and rich discoveries of
gold and treasure.
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Here’s the good news:

YOU can create a lifestyle of adventure for YOURSELF, making
the transition from a hobbyist or daydreamer to a professional
while earning a great living at the same time. You can choose to
live a life of adventure full time or for several months a year.

Now, sit back and visualize this scenario… while digging through a
used bookstore in a small town, you come across an old book
published in the 1880’s. The book describes the pioneer history of
Montana and Wyoming. It is actually a compilation of stories as told
to the author by family members of original settlers.

In one of the stories, you come across the mention of an old Spanish
mine discovered by a settler on his ranch in 1854. The story tells of
Spanish markings carved into the rock near the mine entrance. The
markings include a large cross and the word “ORO”.

With the information in the story, you are able to trace a couple of
likely places where this mine was probably discovered over 150 years
ago. You already have written reports of ancient Spanish activity in
this general area in your personal archives. Using the Internet, you
search for the descendents with the family name mentioned in the
story. Bingo! You have a hit in a small community in southeast
Montana.

With all the corroborating photocopied information, maps, data,
satellite photos, etc., you strike off in your mini-motorhome, armed
with all the high-tech gear you may need to pinpoint the mine
entrance. Once you arrive at your destination, you quickly locate the
family in question, confirm the identity of their great-grandfather and
obtain written permission to search their rather large property. They
didn’t even know about the discovery made by their relative.

A two-day search results in the discovery of the mine entrance filled
in by loose rocks and hidden by some thick growth. Sure enough,
there is the cross and word “ORO” inscribed into the rock wall at the
entrance! You found it!
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Would you like to live this exciting and adventurous lifestyle fulltime?
Or, how would you like to be able to live like this for several months
each year?  Did you always believe that this is simply impossible for
you to do? It’s not at all…

Like you, even though I was caught in the rat race many years ago, I
always dreamed of hiking through remote jungles in search of lost
cities and ancient treasure. I literally spent hours everyday,
visualizing myself on expeditions all over South America. I discovered
a lot of very cool things in those daydreams. It was fun being a
famous explorer.

Finally, I resolved to actually start living those dreams of mine in real
life. Slowly, I began venturing out, close to home at first and then
further and further away. I met a lot of dead ends and dry holes, but I
sure had fun searching. I’ll never forget the feeling of finally finding
my first 1-ounce gold nugget. And I’ll never forget the adrenaline rush
of finding a small pouch of gold coins from the 1849 gold rush times
near Downieville, California. I was hooked.

The recoveries began coming much faster and easier after I learned
how to cut to the chase and not waste my time in low-potential, high-
risk pursuits. I learned exactly what it takes to properly research a
project and then go to the field for a fast recovery. I learned how to
turn my discoveries into cash through several proven money making
methods. This system of knowledge and experience is what pays the
bills and gives you the freedom to live this incredible lifestyle full-time
or part-time, whichever you prefer.

My name is Stan Grist and it took me decades to figure out exactly
how to achieve freedom and success while living an exciting life of
adventure and discovery. Along the way, I’ve struggled long and hard
to reach my goals and I nearly gave up many times. But my will to
succeed eventually won out. Slowly and surely I kept on trying
different methods and focused on the ones that brought me the best
results. I learned how to dramatically increase my success rate in
my adventures and discoveries while earning a great living at
the same time. I’ll show you exactly how I did it.
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Stan With a Gold Bar & Golden Smile to Match

If you have not yet heard of me, simply type “Stan Grist” into any
Internet search engine and take a close look at your results. You’ll
see that I have been around for a long time. I’m regularly called a
"Lucky Dog" by those who know me. Many of them have asked me
how they can achieve the same lifestyle. I can honestly tell you that
luck has nothing to do with my success; it has everything to do with
my unique system. My message for you today is real, no-risk, long-
term and is as completely dependable as the law of gravity.

Believe me, it wasn’t always, but now my life is great. I am a full-time
professional explorer, prospector and treasure hunter. I live in a
beautiful home on the side of a mountain with a 20-mile long view of
the valley of Quito, Ecuador. Life is both exciting and peaceful here.
The weather is spring-like every day of the year. The food is fresh
and healthy. The sunny Pacific coast beach is a 4-hour drive to the
west and the awesome Amazon Jungle is a 4-hour drive to the east. I
live in “Explorer’s Paradise”.
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Stan Metal Detecting the High-Altitude Ancient Ruins of Oyacachi

I don’t tell you these things to brag. I only want to let you know that I
can show you exactly how to achieve your own dreams of
adventure and freedom, anywhere in the world.

What’s your dream discovery? My unique, proven system can
teach you how to zero in and find it PLUS earn a great living with
unlimited potential at the same time.

You may feel skeptical at first and wonder how such a seemingly
impossible transformation from your current situation to living your
dreams could really happen for you. My answer to you is brief and
simple…

Let my past mistakes and tough years of “trial & error” be your
shortcut to success. I have shared my time tested and proven
methods in my personal system with several dozen people over the
years. The results are always the same: my Creating Wealth Through
Adventure System works successfully every single time.

http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
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Stan Featured in a Latin Publication About His Adventures

You will never find anything as unique and jam-packed with
so many proven methods or truly valuable and specialized

information anywhere else in the world.

“CREATING WEALTH THROUGH ADVENTURE with the STAN
GRIST SYSTEM 2006” literally covers dozens of unique and
highly effective methods to help you achieve your dreams,
below are just 12 of them:
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1. Discover the secrets for unleashing the power of your
subconscious mind to automatically prepare yourself for achieving
your biggest goals almost effortlessly. (This was my last stumbling
block in finally achieving my most important goals)

2. Learn the essential skill you must have: 80% of your success
is achieved through research and only 20% in the field. Learn my
Investigative Secrets to easily become an “EXPERT” on any
subject, especially about where to find lost cities, hidden treasures
and large gold nuggets.

3. Learn to “Properly Document Your Discoveries” of:

Ancient Mysteries,
Lost Cities,
Unknown Historical Events,
New Animal Species,
Virgin Treasure Sites,
Rich Gold Deposits,
and much, much more.

4. Learn how to turn your “Properly Documented Discoveries”
into PURE CASH in literally dozens of different ways FAST, including
all you need to know about writing, photography, public speaking,
movie making and more.

5. Learn where to go and how to find an ounce of gold each day
with only $25 worth of equipment in a small backpack. The real gold
is in knowing the “how and where”. With this knowledge and
experience, you are free to make regular withdrawals from your own
gravel banks whenever you need some cash.

6. Learn where to go and how to find valuable:

1. Petrified wood,
2. Dinosaur bones,
3. Trilobites,
4. Ammonites,
5. Fossil Megalodon Shark’s Teeth and
6. Meteorites
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7. Learn how to turn these ancient treasures into Cash at the
highest market prices with no involvement of middlemen wholesalers.
You won’t believe how much money these treasure are worth! (I
found 2 or 3 fully-colored Ammonite Fossils per day, each worth more
than $1,500)

8. Learn a simple, great, secret trick for discovering rich pockets
of lost gold and diamond jewelry at the beach. Discovering only 1
rich pocket of jewelry per week will earn you a great lifestyle. (I used
this trick on the beaches around Miami with amazing results) Once
you understand to apply this secret technique, you can also use it to
find gold nuggets in gold-bearing rivers as well.

9. Learn to create “royalty deals”. This is one of the greatest ways
to create a huge passive income that pays you while you do nothing,
or better yet, while you work on new projects in fun, exotic places. I
have included a complete copy of the actual Royalty Agreement that I
signed on an alluvial gold discovery that I made which, after 5 years
of testing, will soon be declared the largest commercial alluvial gold
deposit ever discovered.

10. Learn to prospect and stake claims on large, precious metals
deposits, which you can sell to large companies. These deposits are
everywhere but they are completely hidden from the vast majority of
people who don’t know the secret signs to look for.

11. Learn to market your one-of-a-kind, adventure-related
information directly to the public over the Internet. I sell hundreds of
e-books and e-packages each month, usually while I sleep. This is an
“auto-pilot” business that keeps your cash flowing in as you are out
adventuring in exotic locations. This business is super-easy to set up
for the non-technician once you know all the secrets that I finally
figured out.

12. Learn how to make great money online without a product to
sell. Don’t have a product to sell on the Internet? No problem!

PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE
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Stan being dropped off to prospect for diamonds on the Gran Savannah

My brand new GIANT Creating Wealth Through Adventure
System is divided into 6 separate Adobe Acrobat .pdf modules that
total more than 575 pages. Nine of my TEN free bonuses are also
each packaged as individual Adobe Acrobat .pdf downloads and total
more than an additional 1,330 pages.

To get so much valuable information for the ridiculously low price of
$29.95 seems too good to be true and it is. I’ll be raising the price of
my new Creating Wealth Through Adventure System on January
31, 2006, so hurry and get your copy right away before the price goes
up to $49.95.

Click here to visit stangrist.com for more details and
to order your system now.

http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
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STAN GRIST’S CREATING WEALTH THROUGH ADVENTURE
SYSTEM CONTENTS

MODULE I 

Introduction, Forward and Contents

Personal Preparation For Life Change:

A. We Are the Cause, Not the Effect
B. Find Your Passion – What drives you?
C. Escape the Rat Race – Leave the 9 am to 5 pm day behind.
D. Take Control – Render external forces impotent.
E. Set Your Goals – Write it down if you really want it.
F. Work Your Daily Schedule – Put your plans into daily action now!

MODULE II

Be a Professional Explorer Specialize in:

1. Lost Cities - how to find them, how to get to them, how to
document them,
2. Ancient Mysteries - what are they, how to investigate them, how to
document your investigations,
3. Anomalous Archeology - examples of out-of-place-artifacts, how to
find them, how to handle them,
4. Cryptozoology - unknown animal species, locations of sightings,
how to prove their existence,
5. Ancient Tunnel Systems - where are they, who built them, why,
how to explore them,
6. Marine Environments – how to survive and thrive as you discover
underwater treasures all over the world,
7. Desert Environments – many ancient lost cities and treasures exist
in modern deserts…gold nuggets too!,
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8. Mountainous Environments – I live in the mountains and discover
new, amazing, ancient sites almost every week! Keep yourself in high
altitude shape as you have a lot of fun!
9. Jungle Environments – my favorite place of all – alluvial gold,
unknown animal species, miracle herbs, unvisited Indian tribes – the
jungle has it all! I hang out in the jungle every month.
 

MODULE III

Be a Professional Prospector Specialize in:

Alluvial Gold and Precious Metals:

10. Sniping - the cheapest and easiest way to produce gold in
economic quantities, checked out the price of gold lately?
11. Dry Washing - desert prospecting, working without water,
necessary equipment and procedure,
12. Black Sand Buyer - the most overlooked and easiest way to make
a fortune in gold dust,
13. Dredging - the most effective way to produce a lot of gold as a
small operator,
14. Ancient River Channels - the secret key to finding a fortune from
Alaska to Chile, I did it and so can you,
15. Large Production - what’s involved, all the steps of how to go from
prospector to mining millionaire,
16. Royalty Agreements – what you need to know to set up and
execute the deals, this is my best way to become an easy millionaire
forever, read all about the details of how I did it,

Diamonds & Gems:

17. Sniping & Small Production - where to go, how to get there,
essential equipment, diamond evaluation, diamonds are everywhere!
18. Diamond & Gem Dredging - how it’s done and what you need to
do it successfully.
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Fossils and More: How to find them and profit from selling them.

19. Petrified Wood – I find it and sell petrified wood all the time,
20. Dinosaur Bones – the market is huge, bones are everywhere, I
find them on the beach every month,
21. Trilobites – find out where you can recover hundreds of them
daily, sell them instantly for cash,
22. Ammonites – the best hidden secret of them all, a full-colored
ammonite fossil is 1,000 times easier to find than a 1-ounce gold
nugget,
23. Shark’s Teeth – Go to Florida to find Megalodon Shark’s teeth by
the dozens, they are worth more than $400 each!,
24. Meteorites – I know more than 6 guys who have become
millionaires in less than 5 years by recovering meteorites around the
world, most of them use metal detectors,

MODULE IV

Be a Professional Treasure Hunter Specialize in:

Land-Based:

25. Basic Metal Detecting - how to find what others missed, research
is the key, find an ounce a day,
26. Caches and Historic Treasures – where they are, how you can
find them, sell them for the max!

Water-Based:

27. Lake Beaches - historical swimming holes, old photos, regular
harvesting of key locations,
28. Ocean Beaches - the secret of finding the glory hole
concentrations, this one idea is worth thousands of $$$
29. Underwater and Sunken Treasure - where are they, how to locate
them, how to recover treasure without spending a fortune,
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Professional Services:

30. How to be a Consultant for Any Service – general principles to get
rich from your expertise,
31. Metal Detecting Services – how one man makes a great living
with his metal detector,
32. General Geophysical Services – get professionally serious and
rich in the world of geophysics, find anything, anywhere down below
with a hi-tech approach, check out this pro- web site!

MODULE V 

More Great Ways to Make Money From Your Unique Content &
Adventures…
 
Writing:

33. Magazine Articles - your content is in high demand, how to sell
your content today,
34. Books - self-publishing for pennies, keep all of the profits for
yourself,
35. Courses - teach others about your secrets, how to market
yourself,
 

E-commerce & Multi-Media:

36. e-Commerce, e-Reports, e-Books and e-Products – how to create
“auto pilot” income for the rest of your life,
37. CD-ROM & DVD Production - how to communicate and package
your unique content,
38. Affiliate Relationships - instead of creating your own products you
can market already proven digital products of others,
39. Internet Auctions - learn how to sell your treasures and reports
online to the highest bidder, sell gold nuggets, raw diamonds, fossils,
artifacts, antiques, found jewelry for the highest prices…
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Photography:

40. Supplement to Writing Projects - quadruple the value of the
articles you write,
41. Stock Houses - an unlimited and ongoing market for your
adventure photos,
42. Magazines & Publications - they are everywhere and willing to bid
for unique and new material
 

Videography:

43. Special Interest Market - thousands want to see your adventures
from the safety of their VCR or computer,
44. Adventure TV market - watched the Discovery Channel lately?
Seen any repetition? Seen some pretty dull shows? These guys call
me regularly,
 
45. Public Speaking and Seminars - I can't believe how easy it is to
fill a room with people who want to hear about the last lost city that I
found. Adventurers and explorers are very rare people. Who doesn't
want to listen to the tales of a real-life Indiana Jones?

46. Gem Stone Dealer - buy from the mines in Brazil and sell in Los
Angeles for about ten times your investment, here is how…

47. Gambler – One interesting way to generate money while on the
road. I win regularly, especially when I am in “luck mode”, check out
how…

48. Market Trader – A great way to generate money, especially with
a wireless net connection. I often make trades from the Amazon
jungle. Now you can live and travel where you please while you
profit… Subscribe to my free, private, insider, weekly newsletter…

You can watch me trade in real time each week and work your way
into this great business gradually. You can even send me your
questions whenever you are not sure of what we are doing.
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MODULE VI

The Resource Library - includes many more great ways to make
money!

A. Research – 80% of your success is here,
B. Understanding Terminology – learn to talk with like-minded people
and understand historical documents,
C. Types of Treasure – stuff you’ve never thought of,
D. Techniques – there are many different ways to find treasure,
E. Treasure Sites – they are everywhere if you know the secrets of
how to look,
F. Tools – you can spend $25 or $10,000,
G. Business & Ethics – stay legally clean or suffer!
H. Law, Survival & Safety – adventuring can be comfortable and fun
or a survival hell, do it right, learn how…

In addition to all this, I'm also including 10 exclusive FREE
valuable bonuses:

When you purchase my Creating Wealth Through Adventure
System now, you will also receive TEN super-valuable FREE
bonuses worth a total of $390.00 that have really helped me and will
help YOU in YOUR new career: Please note...

The bonuses are available for immediate download with Creating
Wealth Through Adventure System in digital PDF format in English
only, viewable on any computer.

Bonus #1: Ancient Spanish Documents and Letters Relating to
Gold Discoveries In El Dorado of Ecuador 1500-1700 -This
extremely rare collection is composed of letters written between
Spanish governors, Jesuit priests and political leaders within what is
today the country of Ecuador. This exclusive collection researched by
Stan Grist over several decades is not currently published even in
Spanish and has never been translated into English before. These
excerpts give valuable clues about rich areas that were mined in the
fourteenth through the nineteenth centuries, especially from the area
of El Dorado. The sites mentioned in these documents were never
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mined extensively, by modern standards, and still hold tremendous,
rich alluvial gold deposits. This exclusive e-book in PDF format is 15
pages translated from rare and original Spanish documents and
includes images of Jesuit maps and etchings. (Sold separately for
$13.95 US in our Treasure Guide Store)

Bonus #2: The Treasure Hunter – Robin Moore and Howard
Jennings. This terrific e-book is essential reading for all Explorers,
Prospectors, and Treasure Hunters. It inspired me to be able to
eventually make a comfortable, full-time living as an Adventurer. I
believe you will find it as compelling as I did. This book, based on the
true-life stories of treasure hunter Howard Jennings, was really
responsible for opening up the world of exploration for me. 173
pages (sold separately for $12.95 US in our Adventure e-Book Store)

Bonus #3: A Claim in the Hills - James Wickendon. This is one of
the very best books I have ever read about diamond prospecting in
South America. It is a true adventure story of a young man who left
civilized life in the West Indies and set out alone to prospect in the
remote mountain ranges where the borders of Brazil, Venezuela and
(what used to be called) British Guiana meet. Besides being a story
of high adventure, it is also extremely helpful in learning the details of
how to prospect for diamonds. This guy found a fortune in diamonds!
263 pages (sold separately for $12.95 US in our Adventure e-Book
Store)

Bonus #4: The Chronical of Akakor - Karl Brugger. This extremely
rare, non-fiction, out-of-print e-book, is about the controversial origin
of mankind and mysterious subterranean tunnel systems below South
America. It is a "must read" for all explorers. This story is a perfect
example of how much of the unknown and mysterious is still waiting
to be investigated. 94 pages (sold separately for $12.95 US in our
Adventure e-Book Store)

Bonus #5 The Science of Getting Rich - Wallace D. Wattles.
Timeless wisdom and a practical step-by-step prosperity program
from a forgotten 1910 classic. A must read for everyone who wants
abundance and prosperity in their lives. This book reflects my beliefs
on what it takes to create a rich, fulfilled life of abundance, prosperity
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and happiness. In my personal opinion, peace of mind is about the
daily path we're on, and not necessarily the final destination. 

Bonus #6 Inca Gold - Jane Dolinger. Inca Gold has been a great
inspiration to me in my life as an explorer. I actually read it for the first
time after having moved to Ecuador. If I had read this book before I
moved to Ecuador, I would have made the move much sooner! You
won't believe the huge quantity of detailed information that you'll find
here about how to find gold, treasure and lost cities. (sold separately
for $12.95 US in our Adventure e-Book Store)

Bonus #7 The Jungle is a Woman - Jane Dolinger. The Jungle is a
Woman really reminds me of my own experiences as a young gold
prospector in Mato Grosso, Brazil in the late 70's and early 80's. I still
remember the time I had a "first encounter" with a tribe of Cinta Larga
Indians while inspecting our new, small mining camp landing strip on
my very first day ever in the Amazon Jungle. See if your heart doesn't
race while reading of Jane's amazing and true Amazon adventures.
This book serves as your perfect guide to learn how to enter into and
explore remote, unexplored territories, especially jungles throughout
the world. The information in this book is just as applicable today as it
was when the book was written. (sold separately for $12.95 US in our
Adventure e-Book Store) 

Bonus #8 Wilderness Survival - assembled by Stan Grist. In this
day and age of widespread natural disasters and terrorism, you don't
even need to be a Boy Scout or explorer for this information to be
potentially life saving! Dozens of Hurricane Katrina victims could have
survived had they been masters of the information in this Wilderness
Survival manual. Unexpected survival emergencies have occurred in
my life on several occasions and could occur in your life at virtually
any moment. You need to be prepared! This huge, 300-page manual
of 23 chapters, cover every imaginable aspect of survival in any and
all environments. Dozens of detailed illustrations help to make this
manual crystal clear. Learn to find safe drinking water, scavenge
nutritious food, build a fire with no matches, and sleep warm and dry
in any condition or environment. Learn to move undetected through
hostile environments as you work your way back to a safe harbor.
(sold separately for $12.95 US in our Adventure e-Book Store)
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Bonus #9 Hard Rock Mining – From Prospect to Production. This
excellent manual goes into great detail about all of the points of
taking a mineral discovery all the way through to commercial mine
production. It covers all the necessary details of compliance with U.S.
mining rules and regulations.

Bonus #10: Three Questions and Answers. You can email me with
three questions concerning my Creating Wealth Through
Adventure System materials, which I will answer personally (valued
at $300.00)

Stan Exploring a Mysterious Volcanic Crater Near the Equator

Here are some of the other topics included in my Creating Wealth
Through Adventure System …
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Learn all my best secrets about: 

Treasure Site History & Inspection, Libraries and Archives, Raw
Diamonds, Old Newspapers & Periodicals, Maps & Atlases, Aerial
Photographs, Mathematics & Statistics Leading to Easy Gambling
Profits, Computer Resources, Museum Leads, Ground Resistivity,
Historical Societies, Court Records, Treasure Hunting Clubs, Senior
Citizens, Land Owners, Gold, Silver, Platinum, Coins, Paper Money,
Jewelry, Relics & Artifacts, Bottles, Toys, Rare Books, Comic Books,
Letters & Autographs, Wet Panning, Dry Panning, Dry Washing,
Sluicing, Dredging, Black Sands, Cache Hunting, Coin Shooting,
Nugget Shooting, Shipwreck Detection & Salvage, Dowsing, Alluvial
Prospecting, Hardrock Prospecting, Remote Sensing, Placer Mines,
Beaches, River Crossings, Ghost Towns, Lost Cities, Historical
Buildings, Abandoned Houses, Caves, Forts, Battlefields, Parks,
Fairgrounds, Private Yards, Magnetometry, Side Scan Sonar, Metal
Detectors, Photography & Videography, Writing, Public Speaking,
Seminars, Sunken Galleons, Gold Spear, Business Plans, Investors,
Tax Planning, Ethics, Environmental Issues, Treasure Hunting
Manners, Global Positioning Systems, Property Rights, Ancient
Knowledge Unlocking Huge Profits in Free-Trading Markets, Legal
Permits & Permissions, Fraud, Looting, Due Diligence, Safety &
Survival, Ancient Mysteries, Anomalous Archeology, Cryptozoology,
Ancient Tunnel Systems, E-info Reports & Publishing, CD ROM
Production, Adventure TV Market, Gemstone Dealing, and much
more....
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Now, here are a few “brief” excerpts from my

Creating Wealth

Through Adventure System…
1. Lost Cities

Jesuit map with the locations of the 7 Lost Cities of El Dorado!
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I consider myself to be an “explorer” in general. I am interested in
everything out there. I love lost cities, gold, treasure, mysteries,
gems, history, archaeology, anthropology, paleontology, etc. I love to
go into unexplored areas just to see what is there. I take photos and
videos, gather samples, study the geology and just try to figure out if
anything important has taken place in the last few million years or so.

I am often asked, “Are there many lost cities left out there in our
modern day and age of jet air travel, satellites and high technology?”
My answer is always the same… "There are, literally thousands of
lost cities (significantly and anciently populated sites) left to discover.
These sites have lain dormant and unknown for hundreds to
thousands of years.

I have discovered and visited more than two-dozen lost cities myself.
If properly motivated, I could discover and visit a new lost city every
month. The vast majority of these sites are completely virgin and
unexcavated. Often, local Natives are aware of the sites but don't
attribute any great importance to them…(to read more, please order
my system)

2. Ancient Mysteries

With a bit of research, you can discover numerous ancient mysteries
right in your own backyard. This is one of the best ways to break into
the exploration business. You can begin with local explorations and
then work your way up to more distant locations. The local media is
always starving for these types of stories. They can be used as free
publicity for your ventures.

When I was 16 years old, I was metal detecting in a large park near
my home in the suburbs of Detroit, Michigan. The park was protected
from any type of urban development and was still in a very natural
state. After hours of searching one day, and after not finding a thing, I
got a very loud signal a few feet away from the riverbank. As I dug
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down, I began finding strands of barbed wire fence. It had a unique
design and appeared hand made.

To make a long story short, I returned with a hacksaw and removed a
2-foot section of the fence. I took this section to the local museum
and they sent it to Michigan State University. The barbwire was found
to be over a hundred years old and considered important
archaeologically. I was then offered $50 for the barbwire fence
section by a friend of the museum curator. In the end, we decided to
make it a donation and the museum put it on display.

The museum was housed in a historic Grist Mill (no pun). As a result
of my donation, I was invited to SCUBA dive in the river that ran
under the building in an attempt to recover some very old grave
stones that had been cast there over a hundred years earlier. This
was all a pretty great adventure in ancient mystery investigation for a
16-year old. These old/ancient sites can be found anywhere in the
world.

I am currently investigating an ancient network of caves and tunnels
that run under South America. This is an amazing ancient mystery
and I receive email weekly from people all over the world about it.
Read more about it in the "Chronicle of Akakor" (one of my free
bonuses to you). One of the entrances to the tunnel system is in the
heart of the Seven Lost Cities of El Dorado. Watch my web site and
newsletter for updates on this project. See more info below in the
“Ancient Tunnels” section…(to learn more, please order my system)

4. Cryptozoology

You can make a fortune by documenting the existence of a new,
undocumented animal. I’ve even seen several different
undocumented animals myself in the jungles of Mato Grosso, Brazil.
This is a much more common phenomena than you may have
believed. Just check out some of the photos below for new animals
that have been discovered in the last century. El Mono Grande has
still not been officially documented. I have spoken with several
natives in 3 different countries that have seen him!
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El Mono Grande
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Alluvial Gold and Precious Metals:

Alluvial gold that Stan processed in a gold room near Dawson City, Yukon

I have prospected extensively for alluvial gold all over the Americas. I
have spent a large portion of this time in Ecuador and managed to
discover a gigantic, commercial, alluvial gold deposit in the Amazon
jungle which is currently being developed and mined by a Canadian
mining company. I have also written a report Secret Gold Sites of
Ecuador Revealed! about the gold regions of the entire country. You
could do the same thing in any part of the world and capitalize on
your discoveries in a similar way.

If alluvial gold prospecting is of great interest to you, you should really
check out my Ancient Deposits, Modern Wealth e-package. I believe
it is the most unique product of its type in the world. It contains every
detail you will ever need to find and recover many ounces of gold
every day. If you are curious or interested, please check this out:
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I strongly believe that alluvial gold prospecting and mining is one of
the very best ways in the world for the individual or couple to make
more than $100,000 working no more than 6 months each year. I
know dozens of people who do it. That said, it is not easy work and
usually requires several years of faithful experience to reach that
level. Believe me, it is worth every minute that it takes to reach that
level though. In the end, you have the ability to be totally free, visiting
your favorite gold banks whenever you need to make a withdrawal!

Click here to visit my website for more information
and to order

http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
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Brent Munro and Stan gold sniping on the Jatunyacu River, Ecuador

Here is a link to a great and inspiring little news article for you to read:
http://seattlep-i.nwsource.com/getaways/091296/gold12_top.html

13. Dredging

I know about two-dozen people who dredge gold for a living. They
work about three months of the year and each earn a net income in
excess of $150,000 in that short period of time. They each own 1 - 3
gold claims in the Motherlode Country of California. They each
dredge their claims every year and find that a whole new supply of
gold has been deposited in the same cracks, crevices and bedrock
potholes – every year!

http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
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Carson & Stan dredging the Abanico River in El Dorado territory, Ecuador

Most gold dredgers do not earn $150,000 per (3-month) year. This
level of income is usually reserved for people with many years of
experience, the best equipment, and an excellent location. However,
hundreds of people earn a very comfortable income ($15,000 per
each month worked) dredging gold all over the world……(to learn
more, please order my system)
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Jim & Stan dredging the famous Nambija in El Dorado jungle territory,
Ecuador

15. Large Alluvial Production

One of the most exciting experiences of my life has been the
extended process of discovering, testing, selling, opening a mining
office, accounting & legal, exploring, drilling, and putting into
production what I believe will someday become the largest alluvial
gold deposit in the world. This has been more than a 20-year process
altogether. It has been a huge chunk of my life.
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Stan slipping through the mud at the mine site

All that said, I probably wouldn’t wish this experience on my worst
enemy. It has been a journey of intense excitement, frustration,
depression, broken human and family relationships, deceptions,
outright lies, anticipation of great riches, and a thousand other strong
emotions. Was it all worth it? Kind of…
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Stan cleaning out the Grizzly Box

Having lived this experience is what qualifies me to write a few words
about the subject of Large Alluvial Gold Production. I do believe that I
may write an in-depth book of this experience someday. You’d have
to see the photos to really believe my whole story. I think it is worthy
of a full-length, feature, dramatic movie.
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The first mining site of Stan’s discovery

Twenty years ago, I met an interesting man who eventually told me
the rags to riches story of his father and family. His father had been
an explorer and had discovered a river that was rich with gold. It took
nearly a year to figure out and discover the river’s name and location.
But I finally did it. It is called the …(to learn more, please order my
system)
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One day’s production from the first mine

16. Royalty Agreements

After making my exciting alluvial gold discovery in Ecuador, it took
some years for me to finally find a company with the interest and
resources to develop my prospect. Eventually, I was introduced to a
public company president who immediately became interested in my
story. We eventually negotiated a royalty structure that was to
become one of my pathways to financial freedom.

My royalty agreement was recently “bought out” by a private
company that is moving in and setting up several different mining
operations within the concession area. I do believe that this will
eventually become the largest alluvial gold operation in the world.
This rich deposit covers a massive area at the foot of the famous
Llanganati Mountains.

Royalties are a great way for you to develop a passive or residual
income. You can create royalty deals on mines, intellectual property
products such as my CD-ROM, Lost Treasures of the World,
inventions and many other types of projects. Once you lock in a long-
term royalty deal and it begins to pay, you have just achieved
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financial freedom. This freedom allows you to pursue your passions
and work on significant projects for the rest of your life……(to learn
more, please order my system)

Alluvial Diamonds and Gems:

17. Sniping and Small Production  

Did you know that gem quality diamonds have been found in over 31
different states and 86 different counties in the U.S.? Did you know
that major diamonds strikes have recently occurred in Canada?
Chances are that diamonds have already been found somewhere
near your home and more are waiting for you now.

For example, for a small fee, you can hunt for diamonds on the state-
owned Crater of Diamonds State Park in Arkansas, 1 and 1/2 miles from
Murfreeboro. This is where, in 1924, the famed Peiken Diamond was
found. It weighed 40.23 carats then cut to an emerald shape of 12.42
carats, worth about $250,000. An average of one diamond per day is
found by visitors to the mine.

Obviously, diamonds are not nearly as rare as we have been led to
believe. You can still cash in for many thousands of dollars with the
discovery of even one, small diamond. Larger raw diamonds are worth
more than $50,000.

Did you know that raw rubies, sapphires, emeralds and other precious
and semi-precious gems have been found in over 45 different states in
over 130 different counties in the U.S.? Many of these gems are worth
hundreds and thousands of dollars per carat.

I wrote and sell an e-package, Find Diamonds Close to Your Home,
that describes hundreds of specific locations where diamonds and
precious gems have been found around North America. The same can
be found almost everywhere throughout the world, especially in South
America and Africa.
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I discovered that in the Gran Savanna, most of the diamonds lie on a
hard, clay, false bedrock. The trick is to find where small streams and
rivers cut down to this clay layer. That is where the diamonds are.
Then I simply used a Rotapan (as seen below) to wash the gold
bearing gravels and recover the diamonds.

After I returned from the Gran Savanna with my pockets full of
diamonds, I prepared and now sell an e-package with all of the exact
locations of my discoveries.

Click here to visit my website for more information and to order.
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Stan’s Venezuela Diamond Secrets e-package

Fossils:

19. Petrified Wood

I have been fascinated with petrified wood my whole life. It wasn’t
until I was about 30 years old that I realized that it has great monetary
value to collectors. There are so many different shapes, sizes, colors
and types of petrified wood. Collectors seem to love them all.

One day, while hiking through badlands in a remote part of Alberta,
Canada, I came across a most amazing sight. There, among a pile of

http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
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dinosaur bones, I discovered an entire petrified tree forest. There
were petrified trees lying all over the place. They were nearly perfect,
only broken in a few places. I was totally amazed. I ended up taking a
broken chunk back home with me in my backpack.

Several weeks later I happened to be window-shopping in a
downtown shopping center. I came across a store selling fossils,
minerals and antiquities. In the store I found several pieces of
petrified wood for sale at sky-high prices. One piece, the size of my
hand, was selling for $100.00! Then I spoke with the store manager
to ask if he accepted items on consignment to sell. He responded
very positively.

The next day, I took my 50-pound piece of petrified wood into the
store. The manager almost flipped out as he saw the piece and said it
was the largest piece he had personally ever seen. He put a $300
price on the piece and displayed it in a prominent location in the
store. We made a 50 – 50 deal to split the selling price, if and when it
sold …( to learn more please order my system)

20. Dinosaur Bones

Over the years I have discovered unknown dinosaur beds and bones
in Alberta, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, South Dakota, Argentina, and
in three different parts of Ecuador. Dinosaur bones are far more
common that most people realize. They can be found in thousands of
locations around the world. Have you ever researched the dinosaur
bone market? Did you know that individual bones sell for $300 to
$3,000? Just take a look at the e-Bay market for starters …( to learn
more please order my system)

21. Trilobites

Many years ago, I was a student of geology, traveling all over the
state of Utah on field trips, visiting super interesting sites, learning
details of millions of years of history. One of the sites we visited was
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Antelope Springs, out in the boondocks east of Salt Lake City. After
we arrived at the site, my professor gave us an orientation about the
history, geology, etc. of the area. Then we began exploring the area,
cracking open pieces of shale with our geology picks and finding
trilobite fossils in nearly every piece that we opened. I was amazed at
the abundance of fossils that we found… ……(to learn more, please
order my system)

22. Ammonites

Years back, while living in Calgary, Alberta, I was introduced to a
gentleman who had made an important discovery of ammonite fossils
in the southern part of our province. I was told that this was important
because these ammonite fossils had an amazing, unique color and
had been officially declared a precious gemstone, sharing the light
with emeralds, rubies and sapphires. Individual, polished ammonite
stones were selling for $100 - $300! A single fossil of about 18 inches
in diameter could produce dozens of these gemstones. This meant
that each fossil could easily be sold for $1,500 - $3,000, depending
on its quality!

Colorful Ammonite Shell
That really got my attention and I started doing my homework. And I
started going out into remote areas, walking along the foot of shaley
cliffs of what is called the Bearspaw Formation. This formation is the
remnant of an ancient sea where these animals once lived. Within
several days I began finding pieces of beautifully colored ammonite.
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Soon after, I began finding whole fossils that were in the process of
eroding out of the cliff sides. More than half of these fossils were
considered to be of high quality and easily sold for $1,500 each. My
customers especially loved the fossils with holes in them. The holes
were caused by dinosaurs biting into the shells in ancient times -
……(to learn more, please order my system)

26. Caches and Historic Treasures

Stan Using a 2-box Detector for Depth in Coaque Project

Here are some tips for Cache and Historic Treasure Hunting…

These outdoor metal detecting tips will give you some ideas how to
hunt for old coins and locations that will help you be a success at relic
hunting. What exactly is relic hunting? It is an attempt to locate old,
vintage, or antique metal items in the ground, hunting outdoors on

http://artdhtml.infoshare2.hop.clickbank.net/
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land such as in the woods, forests, fields and on riverbanks…(to learn
more, please order my system)

Water Based Treasure:

27. Lake Beaches
As a teenager, I began hunting for lost goodies with my SCUBA gear
at popular lake beaches in southeast Michigan. I never ceased to be
amazed at the staggering quantities of valuables that people lost in
these lakes. What's more is that this was before the days of
underwater metal detectors. I found these valuables in the form of
coins and jewelry simply lying on the surface of the sand in 3 to 15
feet of water. Almost every time I searched a new beach underwater,
I found crumpled up paper money drifting along the bottom…(to learn
more, please order my system)

29. Underwater and Sunken Treasure
Gold and silver worth about 17,500,000 pesos were shipped to Spain
in an average year. Only small amounts were left in the colonies for
local use. There is no way to determine the unregistered gold and
silver mined during this period, but the amount is estimated at
between one and two billion pesos. Some of this unregistered
treasure was smuggled to Spain, but the majority was probably used
to purchase contraband goods from other European nations, goods
that came from the Continent aboard foreign ships.

In 1989 while sailing throughout the Florida Keys, I stopped for lunch
one day just south of Vaca Key, near the city of Marathon. I was
exactly 50 feet to the east of West Washerwoman Shoal Tower, a
navigational tower a mile or two offshore. I threw my anchor over in
about 8 feet of water. The anchor didn't seat properly so I donned my
snorkeling gear and jumped overboard to manually seat it. Upon
arriving at the bottom, in crystal clear water, I saw that my anchor
was lying right next to an old cannon.
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Unfortunately, I didn't have an underwater metal detector with me.
After swimming around a bit and not finding any other artifacts, I
returned to the boat for lunch and later sailed away scratching my
head over the mystery.

Years later while doing more research on treasure wrecks in the
keys, I came across some very interesting information. I discovered
that a Portuguese galleon, Zirinha, loaded with $13 million in gold
ingots from the mines of Brazil sank in 1588 in this approximate
location. It had been trying to elude a pursuing vessel when it struck a
reef. Records show that a few survivors were picked up by a Spanish
galleon and then taken back to Lisbon. Records further indicate that
no attempt at salvage was ever made. Further research revealed that
old bottles, relics and coins are often found washed ashore at Vaca
Key Bight. There is a very hot lead for you!…(to learn more, please
order my system)

35. Training Courses

Perhaps you are an expert in some area with many years experience
and can write a course about it to help other people. Quite a long time
ago when I owned a private investigation agency in Alberta, Canada,
I decided to do a test and see if there was a market for Private
Investigation instruction. I typed up a 30-page outline to hand out as a
notebook and then put a 3-line classified ad in the local newspaper.

Within three days I had sold out my 30-seat rented space at the local
junior college at $300 each for a 4-day training course. I immediately
set up a new course for the following month and sold that one out
quickly as well. I then began putting on courses every month in both
Calgary and Edmonton, hiring my very best graduates and expanding
my agency. About a year later I had 15 full-time investigators and had
grown to the largest P.I. agency in Western Canada. All along the
way, there had been no competition whatsoever.

Then I got the idea to write a 500-page P.I. correspondence course
and market it by mail order. I sold it in four modules for a total of
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$500. I bought classified ads in the major newspapers across Canada
and used a free 1-800 phone number to take enrollments. I also
became licensed as a Private Vocational School in Alberta, able to
issue valid certificates of graduation …(to learn more, please order
my system)

e-Commerce & Multi-Media

36. e-commerce, e-reports, e-books and e-products:

Please pay very close attention to this section of my Wealth System. I
believe it may be the single most important part of my entire package
for you. This is simply the fastest, easiest and most guaranteed way
to create a comfortable business income while quickly giving you tons
of free time to pursue your adventures. Here it is…(to learn more,
please order my system)

One of the very best ways I have found to create an automated,
passive or residual income, which allows me the freedom to travel
and explore the world, is through e-commerce. You can do this by
creating and selling your own information products online about your
own expeditions and discoveries, or even about a particular subject
or hobby, which you have some interest and expertise in…(to learn
more, please order my system)

37. CD-ROM & DVD Production

More than five years ago I created the CD-ROM Lost Treasures Of
the World which was an extensive project requiring a staff of people
to produce. It was later rated in the “Top Ten” by PC Magazine. I'm
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not suggesting you have to create something this big or complex,
however, if you have interesting and unusual content and photos from
your adventures, or can teach others how to do something that will
improve their lives or make them more money, consider creating a
CD-ROM or a DVD…(to learn more, please order my system)

CD-ROM Front & Back Cover for Lost Treasures of the World

38. Affiliate Relationships

The other alternative to creating your own information products is to
join affiliate programs and sell other people’s e-books and e-products
that are related to your interests. For example you could create a web
site and become my affiliate and earn a 50% commission simply by
promoting my reports, guides, courses and e-books. This is a
business that you could actually begin today. …(to learn more, please
order my system)

 39. Internet Auctions

Then one of my customers decided to begin selling jewelry from Peru
on e-Bay. Within a short time, he had become an e-Bay Power Seller
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and was netting more than $10,000 per month! And he was taking off
the summer months to go adventuring in the Peruvian Amazon
jungle. That’s when I really began to pay attention.

So I decided to give e-Bay a test and see if all the hype was true or
not. I opened up an e-Bay store called Adventures Into the
Unknown and began auctioning artisan goods from Ecuador. Within
three months I became an e-Bay Power Seller, employed a full-time
assistant and was earning an easy net monthly income of more than
$4,000. The hyper-sounding rumors had really been true…(to learn
more, please order my system)

44. Adventure TV Market

Over the past six months I have been in close touch with several
agents and TV personalities. We have discussed the possibility of
creating a series of adventure documentary films made for network or
cable TV. As a result of my conversations with these key people, I
can say with 100% certainty that there is a major market demand for
fresh, real-life, adventure material.

One of my friends, Mike Olafson of www.vintageadventure.com, is
currently in the process of selling a series of adventure documentary
productions to a major network. He was down here in Ecuador this
last year shooting a variety of adventure projects with me. Response
to his work has been very strong and we should begin to see his
productions on TV in the New Year. You could do the same if it is
your passion…(to learn more, please order my system)

45. Public Speaking and Seminars

During the many years that I have been involved in the public
speaking and seminar business, I have seen some pretty great
speakers not be able to make a living as full-time professionals.
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Some of these people were very skilled speakers with interesting and
valuable content, very well presented. On the other hand, I have seen
some pretty mediocre speakers and presentations that packed the
rooms. These people were literally making a fortune. How can this
be?

The potential for success in this business as a public speaking
explorer, is absolutely huge! And the demand for speeches,
presentations and training is growing every year. I receive inquiries
and invitations to give speeches and presentations all the time.
Unfortunately, I am so busy in South America for the time being, it is
impossible to take advantage of these opportunities.

I have spoken, however, over the years at various events and
conventions. Some of my speeches were to treasure hunters and
explorers groups. But my most lucrative presentations were given to
groups of business people, where the theme of my message was
inspirational, about setting goals and finding motivation to overcome
obstacles. The metaphors for an explorer reaching a lost city or
finding a lost treasure to the world of business are endless…(to learn
more, please order my system)
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A flyer & ticket from two of my public speaking engagements
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46. Gem Stone Dealer:

I love gemstones! They are beautiful and valuable. My love affair with
gems first began while living in the state of Minas Gerais in Brazil.
This is the heartland of colored gemstones. Everywhere I went I saw
gemstones of all shapes and colors. I even found a piece of smoky
topaz (quartz) while walking through the countryside one day. I had
this cut into two beautiful five-carat stones.

Various Colored Topaz Stones

Some years later, while working as a consultant to an Atlanta-based
gold exploration company, I began buying colored stones in Rio de
Janeiro and selling them in North America. I was primarily buying
blue topaz, which was extremely inexpensive in Brazil at the time. I
was always able to sell the stones for at least ten times what I had
paid.
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47. Gambler
During a period about 15 years ago, I became fascinated with the
mathematics and statistics of gambling. Eventually I was able to work
out successful systems for consistently winning at blackjack and
baccarat. While I loved the idea of having a portable system of
income that allowed me to travel and make money in many different
geographical locations, …(to learn more, please order my system)

48. Market Trader
I have now spent many thousands of hours and tens of thousands of
dollars purchasing software, books, courses and systems. In the last
couple of years I have been able to develop proprietary technical
indicators and a trading system that consistently wins. With this
system I manage trading accounts for six different clients and
average a trading account growth rate of about 25% per month…

What is even more exciting is that I have been studying ancient
documents and occult knowledge that can be related to all free
trading markets. I have discovered that there is a hidden, underlying
structure to the markets. It is based on universal math and natural
cycles in the universe. I know this sounds totally insane to most
normal people….

To prove it to my friends and subscribers, I use an amazingly
powerful software called Wave59. Click here to have a look at it…
All I do is throw up a price chart of the NASDAQ along with an
indicator called the Fibonacci Vortex. When my friends and
subscribers see this, and after they recover from amazement, they
usually become believers. I am beginning to write more about these
esoteric methods in my free newsletter a little more now. Come pay
me a visit….

*************************************************************
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There you have it…this has been a small taste of my brand new,
giant e-Package,

Click here to vist my website and to order my new
Creating Wealth Through Adventure System.

Come join me in creating a life of adventure, freedom and fun. I
guarantee that it is one of the best journeys you could ever imagine. I
look forward to hearing of your own Adventures Into the Unknown!
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